Helly Hansen

A New Way of Communicating
Lync drives Helly Hansen’s
Contact Centre Journey
AN ENGHOUSE INTERACTIVE CASE STUDY

Overview
INDUSTRY
Retail
CUSTOMER PROFILE
Sports and outdoor clothing
manufacturer, Helly Hansen was
formed in 1877 by Norwegian sea
captain, Helly Juell Hansen. To keep
his sailors warm and dry.
GOALS
Helly Hansen’s strategy is based
around global standardisation. It is
making Lync the foundation for its
telephony and the EICC the basis of
its contact centre.
SOLUTIONS
Enghouse Interactive
Communications Center integrated
with Microsoft Lync)

Challenges
Sports and outdoor clothing manufacturer, Helly Hansen was formed in 1877 by
Norwegian sea captain, Helly Juell Hansen. Helly Hansen is now a global company
with a head office in Oslo, Norway and distribution centres in the Netherlands and
the United States. The business has around 420 employees and 30 retail stores
worldwide.
The company realised that it needed to make extensive changes to enable its
IT systems and architecture to seamlessly support the rapidly growing business,
recognizing its existing infrastructure was old and unreliable.
The approach was characterised by a lack of flexibility. They struggled to update
phone queues, change holiday messages or get new starters into the phone system.
The company identified that the situation needed to change, and this acted as a
catalyst for its “contact centre journey.”
A corporate agreement with Microsoft offered an affordable opportunity to start
addressing the problems, leading to the introduction of Office 365 in conjunction
with unified communications tool, Microsoft Lync. Lync was implemented step-bystep as a pilot, initially with a handful of employees. A $25,000 reduction in travel
costs by swapping face to face meetings for Lync’s collaborative video-conferencing
capabilities over the course of a 5-month-long project was among the positive
outcomes of this trial.

BENEFITS

The Enghouse Interactive solution is already enabling us to establish

• Greater control over the call
management and call routing
process

much greater control over the call management and call routing

• Achieve tighter cost management
and drive productivity.
• Greater insight into how we are
working today

process. It has armed our customer service staff with a much greater
understanding of the nature of calls. It’s already beginning to
streamline the whole call management process.”
Sandy Abrahams , IT Directorr
H ELLY H ANS EN

Solution
The introduction of a contact centre and reception solution to support resellers and
customers was an important aim of the telephone system migration and this required a
robust underlying platform. Even though Lync offers rich unified communications options,
it does not provide sophisticated contact centre functionality. A list of system requirements
and respective offerings was compiled and, following extensive analysis, the Enghouse
Interactive Communications Center (EICC) was the clear winner, primarily because of its
excellent price-performance ratio.
EICC is a modular solution comprising multimedia contact centre, attendant operator
console, IVR, call recording, quality monitoring and a range of additional components and
integration tools, so you can add functionality as requirements and budget dictate. This
highly flexible and tightly integrated design makes it one of the most cost effective and
widely utilised solutions of its class.

“We are looking to the new contact centre solution to give us a greater insight
into how we are working today, ultimately enabling us to achieve tighter cost
management and make potential cost savings happen.”
Sandy Abrahams , IT Directorr
H ELLY H ANS EN

Opportunities and Challenges
The process of migrating to this kind of professional contact centre solution gave Helly
Hansen an interesting insight into the way processes had been running previously. A large
number of customers were dialing the company’s customer service representative directly,
leading to delays in service if the person they were trying to contact was away, for example.
However, it was important that the contact centre was able to manage sales representatives
out in the field as well as engagement with customers, so Helly Hansen realised that there
would be a continuing requirement for dialing direct.
At the same time, it was vital that the new solution enabled Helly Hansen to record calls,
find out how many calls operators were dealing with, how much time they were spending on
each call and what issues they were dealing with. The company is still assessing the types of
reports it can generate using the new approach and what actions it can take as a result of
those reports.
Helly Hansen is also assessing how it can use reporting to ensure that orders are managed
as a straight-through process within the organisation, requiring limited or no intervention
from customer service representatives. To streamline the process, Helly Hansen would like
to look at the time operators are currently spending dealing with these orders rather than
engaging with customers on the phone.

“We are looking to the new contact centre solution to give us a greater insight into how we
are working today,” says Helly Hansen IT Director, Sandy Abrahams, “ultimately enabling
us to achieve tighter cost management and make potential cost savings happen.”

Driving the Strategy
As it rolls out the new solution, Helly Hansen’s strategy is based around global
standardisation. It is making Lync the foundation for its telephony and the EICC the basis
of its contact centre management worldwide. It is crucial too that all of its solutions are
what it terms ‘super user maintainable.’ “As they will be using it every day, it makes sense
for the customer service team to understand how the system works,” says Abrahams.
“We want them to be able to change user details; set up new starters and put them in the
relevant queues. This will not only drive their productivity but also enables the IT team
to focus on delivering real value for the business rather than simply fixing computers and
making servers run.”
Helly Hansen is pleased with the enhanced control the EICC has enabled it to exert so
far. According to Abrahams, “the Enghouse Interactive solution is already enabling us to
establish much greater control over the call management and call routing process. It has
armed our customer service staff with a much greater understanding of the nature of calls.
It’s already beginning to streamline the whole call management process.”

Forward Thinking
So what’s next for Helly Hansen? In the short term, the company is finalising the rollout of the new telephony and contact centre solutions in the UK and the US. Longer
term, the company’s focus is likely to be on integrating the contact centre solutions with
its enterprise resource planning (ERP) and when implemented customer relationship
management (CRM) systems.
“We will also look at expanding the communication channels that we run over
Communications Center,” says Abrahams. “Currently, we are just using voice but we need
to work out how we can add Lync messaging and email into the mix as well as thinking
about how we can best add the necessary business processes to support this.”
“We also may want to virtualise our contact centres,” she adds. “The good news is that
we are halfway there already. Thanks to Lync and EICC, our contact centre staff can even
answer calls from home now, which is a major step forward. And Lync’s flexibility makes
any upcoming office moves much easier. Wherever you go, the telephone system simply
follows.”
Helly Hansen’s plans also include moving more functionality to the cloud. Both Lync and
the EICC solution are currently on premise, although the company’s email capability is
cloudbased. Helly Hansen anticipates achieving significant time and cost savings and
related gains in operational efficiency as a result of its planned ongoing migration.
According to Abrahams, “Helly Hansen is confident that together these benefits will help
us further grow the business, allowing us to build on the great work the team has done
over the past few years — and enabling us to establish a reputation for innovation in IT to
compare with the one we already have in clothing manufacture and design.”

About Enghouse Interactive
Enghouse Interactive develops and supplies the widest range of customer contact solutions
on the market through an extensive network of value-added partners. Enghouse Interactive’s
integrated suite of solutions includes multi-channel contact center, self-service, attendant
operator consoles and workforce optimisation. These solutions enable organisations to classify
and respond to customers in the way that they want: quickly, efficiently and successfully, with
minimal effort.

Learn more at www.enghouseinteractive.co.uk

